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BLM QADC Modifications Summary  
Rev2 / (GW Rev 0x4002) 

 
 
Introduction: 

This document describes all of the modifications done to the BLM Version IP-QINT-ADC (QADC) for 
Revision 2, FPGA revision number 0x4002 (IP ID Prom register 0x1C). This modification descriptions are 
presented below in an itemized list with callouts for required Motherboard FPGA Gateware (MB FPGA) 
modifications and Coldfire/EPICS/EDM Software (SW) changes. Note that not all changes/modifications require 
FPGA/SW work, but are presented for the sake of completeness. 
 
The revision 2 (0x4002) BLM QADC incorporates several changes and modifications. Most of these changes are 
mutually exclusive, and are listed separately below. The biggest functional change is that the data acquisition and 
pedestal subtraction scheme has been reworked. The original acq/ped sub scheme opened three gates per QADC 
trigger. The first two gates measured the beam and LED test signals, respectively and the last gate measured the 
baseline or pedestal in the electronics signal chain. The baseline/pedestal data was summed and averaged over 360 
samples in a moving average. The averaged pedestal number was then used to subtract the baseline from Beam and 
Test data samples. 
 
Operational experience showed that this pedestal subtraction scheme did not work fully and made the accumulated 
loss data too noisy to make any useful measurements. A new scheme was devised that opened only two gates per 
QADC trigger: one for Beam and one for Test. The baseline subtraction scheme (now called pedestal subtraction) 
now samples the pedestal at the beginning of the gate, and immediately applies it to the “real” signal (Beam/Test) 
measurement made at just before the end of the same gate. It is anticipated that this scheme will lower the noise and 
make clean dose measurements possible. A timing diagram of the new measurement scheme is shown below: 
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The other modifications involve extending the fault comparison threshold widths, extending the accumulated dose 
readout word width, adding a HW reset bit and adding an acquisition watchdog counter. All of these are now listed: 
 
Changes/Mods List: 
 
1) Extended Fault Comparison Thresholds: 
Change: The original 16-bit High/Low fault window compare words are now changed to 32-bit sign-extended 
words. Physically, this is the addition of six more registers per channel (6 x 8 channels = 48 more regisers) in the IP 
memory space of the QADC. 
 
MB FPGA Requirements:  

- Decode and interface additional IP MEM space registers. 
 
SW Requirements: 

- Decode Read/Write additional registers in coldfire 
- Handle/Manipulate 32-bit threshold quantities (2’s complement, sign-extended0 
- BLM QADC Thresholds EDM panel: modify to handle new threshold register widths 

 
Relevant programming guide (v4.0) pages: p.59, p.69…76 / see p.75, 76 for change description. 
 
 
2) Extended Accumulator Readout: 
Change: The 26-bit accumulated charge registers (readout out via two 16-bit registers) have now been extended to 
32-bits. Physically, the upper word will now have valid data in all 16-bits instead of just the lower 9 bits. For 
positive data values, there is really no change (since the maximum positive accumulated value will not change) but 
for negative values, this means that the sign bit is extended to the full 32-bits.  
 
MB FPGA Requirements:  

- None (provided that that MB FPGA already reads out both accumulator words as full 16-bit quantities) 
 
SW Requirements: 

- Any changes to coldfire? 
- Handle/Manipulate 32-bit accumulator quantities (2’s complement, sign-extended) 
- BLM QADC Losses and BLM QADC Doses EDM Panels: no cosmetic changes, change in number handling 

should be transparent to the user 
 
Relevant programming guide (v4.0) pages: p.62…68 / see p.68 for change description. 
 
 
3) HW Reset Bit: (information only – no FPGA/SW changes required) 
Change: A Hardware Reset bit has been added to CSR2. Note that there is already a Software reset bit (RST) in 
CSR1. This bit initializes the ADC logic and nothing else. The added HW reset is invasive and will reset all state 
machines and clear all of the programmable registers. It is only meant for expert use during system 
debug/troubleshooting and is not meant for normal operation. 
 
MB FPGA Requirements:  

- None (provided that that MB FPGA already reads out both accumulator words as full 16-bit quantities) 
 
SW Requirements: 

- BLM QADC Registers EDM Panel: DO NOT ADD the bit to this panel. CSR2 “update value” should 
support being able to have the HW reset bit set by entering the value in hex, but otherwise it should be 
invisible. 

 
Relevant programming guide (v4.0) pages: p.22. 
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4) Acquisition Counters: 
Change: A 32-bit acquisition counter has been added  that increments every time the CSR1 DRDY bit is set. 
Increments are held-off unless DRDY is then cleared. This register is meant to be part of a watchdog mechanism 
that checks whether data is flowing between the QADC and L-N motherboard. This register is read out as two 
contiguous words in IP I/O space. The 32-bit value is formed by the concatenation of these two words. 
 
MB FPGA Requirements:  

- Decode and interface additional IP I/O space registers. 
- Control the reset of this counter exclusively. Reset should occur during system initialization and the 

sequence should be <tbd>. 
 
SW Requirements: 

- Decode Read/Write additional registers in coldfire 
- Handle/Manipulate two 16-bit words to form 32-bit value on screen 
- BLM QADC Registers EDM panel: add “ACQ Wdog Counter” to the “Registers” column on panel. This 

will be a Read Only register. The units are in counts. 
 
Relevant programming guide (v4.0) pages: p.4, p.54…55 
 
 
5) Acq/Ped Subtraction Modification: 
Change: QADC sequence of operations changes, one additional IP I/P space register (GPADEL); several QADC IP 
mem space changes: Shift Reg Raw Data memory has Baseline section removed, Accumulator Raw Data memory 
has Baseline section removed, ADC Diagnostic memory is expanded, BLM Baseline Data memory is expanded, 
Raw ADC Data memory has been removed. 
 
MB FPGA Requirements:  

- Decode and interface additional IP I/O space (GPADEL) register. 
- Decode and interface MEM space for expended ADC Diagnostic & BLM Baseline memories. 
- Handle reduced Shift Reg & Accum memories and removed ADC raw memory 

 
SW Requirements: 

- Decode Read/Write additional GPADEL register in coldfire 
- BLM QADC Registers EDM panel: add “Gate ADC PED Delay” to the “Registers” column on panel. This 

is a Read/Write register. The units are in ns. This register should also be save/restored. 
- BLM Raw ADC Diagnostics EDM panel:  

 Change “BASE” column heading title to “Beam PED” 
 ADD Change another registers column with heading title to “Test PED” 
 ADD a “Refresh” button that will allow the displayed data to be refreshed when pressed 

 
Relevant programming guide (v4.0) pages:  

GPADEL register: p.4, 53 
ADC Diagnostic Memory: p.83…84 
Baseline Data Memory: p.79 

 
Notes:  
 

1) The “Chan n Baseline Register” located at 0x5n00 (n = 0…7) is now re-interpreted to contain the Beam 
pedestal data.  

 
2) The fault processing subsystem has not changed, other than the threshold extension. Note that there are 

now two sets of pedestal values. The fault processor now applies the Base High/Low thresholds to both sets 
of pedestal data for the same channel. The faults are OR’d and this OR term appears as the Base fault bit 
(H/L respectively) for a respective channel. 
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3) QADC FPGA Rev Level Indicator: The new revision level of the BLM QADC (0x4002) is contained in 
register 0x1C of the IP ID PROM (see p.85…86 of SW prog guide). This register should be used by 
SW/FW when checking to ensure that the correct version is installed in a L-N chassis. 


